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Recruiting technology, like the increasingly prevalent applicant tracking system (ATS), is making it easier

and faster for job-seekers to find and apply to their ideal employment opportunities. Talent acquisition

professionals also appreciate the multiple benefits of an ATS, one of which is reducing the burden of

reading hundreds, if not thousands, of résumés to find the right candidate for a position.

Candidates and recruiters, however, have reported some frustrations with ATSs, blaming them for

screening out candidates who are seemingly well-suited for an open position. While it’s easy to make

technology a scapegoat, keep in mind this software is simply doing what it was designed to do. The real

culprit for the so-called “black hole” of applicant screening technology isn’t the ATS itself, but rather

outdated rules for creating a résumé.

This old guidance was based on a human being scanning through a pile of résumés, but now robust

software performs that task. So rules that were originally designed for human eyes need to be re-

thought with technology-based scanning in mind.

It’s time for a real paradigm shift in how we tell job-seekers to write their résumés—rules that will help

candidates and opportunities connect in more powerful, easier ways.
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HireRight is a leading provider of on-demand employment background

checks, drug and health screening, and electronic Form I-9 and E-Verify

solutions that help employers automate, manage and control background

screening and related programs.
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Thanks for Do's and Don'ts for robot friendly resume. But We can use tables
right??
Like · Reply · Apr 29, 2015 6:38am

Tiffany Gatlin Brawner · Lake Wales Senior High School
Actually, this is not correct. Yes, an ATS is used to track applicants throughout
the hiring process, but I assure you there are people looking at your resume.
There are usually pre-screen questions that may be asked on the application to
ensure the basic qualifications, but as a recruiter, I see ALL the resumes. None of
them are rejected by the all-knowing ATS. I manually disposition each and every
candidate.
Like · Reply · Feb 8, 2015 2:49pm

CVLift
We faced the same problem as job seekers- no interview calls, we researched
these bots, used these techniques and got calls from all top tech companies
(Facebook, Amazon etc.). We built a tool to help get keywords specific to job
requirements at cvlift.com
Like · Reply · Jan 23, 2015 12:14am
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SUBSCRIBE TO THE HIRERIGHT BLOG

The HireRight Blog is provided for informational purposes only and should not be construed as legal advice. Any statutes

or laws cited in this article should be read in their entirety. If you or your customers have questions concerning

compliance and obligations under United States or International laws or regulations, we suggest that you address these

directly with your legal department or outside counsel.

Hi HireRight, thanks for your post. 
I was wondering if your information was a bit out of date...? I will be doing a
research study into ATS this year, and hope to clarify what is reported on this type
of software. 
I would be very, very interested to hear where you got the information from to
prepare your infographic, if you are willing to share it? 
To the best of my knowledge at this point, pdfs are read perfectly well, as are
headers and footers. They wouldn't have been read in the past so well due to
poorer quality scanning of hard copies: not the case these days when almost all
applications are electronic. 
Thanks & regards, Sam.
Like · Reply · Jan 12, 2015 9:36pm

Loralee Holt
Sam, would you be willing to share the information you find as I was
wondering the same thing. As this article/infographic was done in 2013,
ATS' have most definately evolved. I am interested in what you find.
Thank you. Please post as an update. Thank you and thank you
Hireright. This is awesome information.
Like · Reply · Jan 29, 2015 12:17pm

Natasha Whitmore-Alisyed · Customer Service Advisor at Verizon Wireless
"The site http://www.jobscan.co is also a great place to identify keywords for your
resume. All you do is paste in your resume plus the job description, then Jobscan
analyzes your job description for you automatically and identify the most
important keywords for you! it literally takes seconds and it so worth the copy and
paste. Saved me so much time AND I got more interviews using Jobscan! I
recommend as well! "
Like · Reply · Jul 20, 2014 10:51pm
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